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Abstract—Ideological and political education course is mainly responsible to carry out ideological, political and quality education and therefore it is of great significance. However, traditional ideological and political education adopts single and stereotyped teaching model and teachers cannot fully play its function of educating people. As a result, it cannot demonstrate vigor and vitality while students are greatly disappointed. This paper focuses on theoretical research and practical research to innovate its construction and meanwhile elaborates its basic elements, structure, relations and operation principle, trying the unremitting efforts to make it become richer and more vivid.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the profound changes in international and domestic situations, the deepening social reform as well as rapid development of information change also brings along with new problems and challenges for the ideological and political education mechanism in universities which lead to the result that we cannot properly deal with some issues and new matters in terms of ideological and political education. Therefore, to explore and research on innovative ideological and political education mechanism which can be adapted to the development of society shall be an important task facing by modern ideological and political education and can facilitate its transformation as well as development. Ideological and political education is a kind of systematic work, covering a glittering array of aspects. In order to achieve good results, universities should not rely on single mechanism, but should continually rich and prefect it based on social development as well as the development of the students' physical and mental health sop as to create an innovative mechanism adapted to the dynamic conditions of universities and students.

This paper analyzes the ideological and political education innovative mechanism from the perspectives of its meaning as well as construction elements. Then, it also elaborates the current condition in terms of its development in recent years, obvious problems as well as influence and main factors which shall affect the innovative mechanism for ideological and political education.

II. THE MEANING OF ESTABLISHING INNOVATIVE MECHANISM FOR IDEOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL EDUCATION

A. Requirement to promote the continuous development of ideological and political education in universities

Ideological and political education can be beckoned as the lifeline of economic and other types of work, which is an important experience summarized by the Party in the course of revolution, construction, and reform. Only by fully playing this political advantage can we guarantee the correct development trend of economy and other work, implement the guidelines and policies of party in various work, timely exclude the interference of wrong ideas, solidify and improve ideological and political base to fight and provide powerful motivation and protection for economic and other types of work. As important contents of ideological and political education, its implementation in universities is not only an important means to unite staffs but also govern the school.
B. Requirement to continually improve talent quality

Universities, as important bases to disseminate scientific knowledge, develop high technology, and train senior professionals, undertake a great historical mission to realize the strategy of invigorating the country through science, technology and education, which shall be important resources to develop advanced productivity and facilitate the development of advanced culture. The target of ideological and political education in universities is to promote their ideological, political and moral quality, which shall provide powerful support to develop other qualities to finally improve comprehensive quality and realize all-round development. Besides, the modernization of human beings shall be an inevitable part for people’s free and all-round development which shall be the ultimate goal and inevitable outcome.

III. PROBLEMS TO CONSTRUCT AN INNOVATIVE MECHANISM FOR IDEOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL EDUCATION IN UNIVERSITIES

A. Lack of integrated power and mechanism optimization

Even though the ideological and political education in universities try the utmost to show the political and ideological concept in terms of mechanism design to cover a wide range, including ideological political theory teachers, tutors, full-time political staffs and professional teachers which yet has various problems in operation because people in different departments carry out work separately without cooperation. Therefore, the mechanism remains to be improved. In addition, ideological political theory teachers, tutors, full-time political staffs and professional teachers lack effective communication and collaboration.

B. The mechanism is not institutionalized, regulated, scientific and systematic

The fundamental reason for separate work is that the ideological and political education in universities is not institutionalized, regulated, scientific and systematic. The operation of any mechanism requires scientific design and systematization, scientific division of labor etc without defects so as to ensure that the education resources can consist with each other. At the same time, this kind of work in carried out for human beings, and its normal operation requires universities to properly deal with the relationship among people. Therefore, the innovative mechanism for ideological and political education in universities needs regulation institutionalization and standardization which should be the fundamental principle to deal with human resources.

IV. THE BASIC STRUCTURE TO CONSTRUCT AN INNOVATIVE MECHANISM FOR IDEOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL EDUCATION IN UNIVERSITIES

Theoretical research aims to conclude, summarize, explore and innovate the ideological and political education in universities. It is a kind of complicated social function with profound nature and rules and the theoretical researches carried out in colleges and universities shall be important prerequisite conditions to well implement ideological and political education as well as inevitable route. Basic elements to research on the innovative mechanism construction include: theoretical research mobilization, incentive measures, overall goal, problem selection, innovative requirement, research utilization, guidance, evaluation exercise and result demonstration. Fig .1. shows the basic structure for theoretical research innovative mechanism construction:
Basic structure for theoretical research innovative mechanism construction

Basic structure of practice research innovative mechanism for ideological and political education in universities

The assessment of ideological and political work is to evaluate the work performance of ideological and political educators. In order to carry out effective evaluation, schools have to supervise on the whole education process so as to timely grasp and give feedback information, which needs a scientific and comprehensive assessment mechanism. In order to implement strict management and requirement, a normalized, institutionalized and scientific assessment mechanism should be established. Fig. 2. shows the structure for practice research innovative mechanism:

V. CONCLUSION

While facing new trend, changes, ideological and political education in universities should keep pace with times which cannot lag behind the development of time. The construction of innovative mechanism for ideological and political education in universities is not only the requirement of ideological and political
education but also the requirement to be adapted to the development of times. To conclude, its construction is conducive to advance the healthy growth of modern universities which also plays a crucial role in promoting the continuous innovation of ideological and political education in universities and improving the talent quality. This paper starts from existing research result and takes its innovative mechanisms development in recent years as the basic point to analyze its existing problems and main factors affecting its construction. What’s more it comes up with the basic structure construction for this innovative mechanism, namely the innovative mechanism for theoretical research and practice research.
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